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Details of Visit:

Author: Tighthead prop
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 15 Feb 2018 16:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Easy to find. The front door is a bit public, but no one is interested. Large bedroom, well furnished
(including a well-lit bar). Bathroom / shower adequate.

The Lady:

Just like her photos except that she is now dark, which is more natural. Not my usual choice of body
shape - very small even by Thai standards - except where she has been enhanced. Nevertheless
the published reports were enticing.

The Story:

Turning up on time, I was admitted to the flat by a bundle of grey towelling with a grey towel turban.
In the restricted light I wasn't sure whether this was Jennifer but went along with it. I was ushered
into the bedroom and given a bottle of water. The towel bundle suggested I take a shower, all the
while twittering in what may or may not have been English. She sounded like a charm of
goldfinches in a field of thistles. There was however one phrase which, repeated often enough,
began to make sense. "Sexy lady here soon". I realised that the bundle was not Jennifer. She led
me to the bathroom and carefully hung up my clothes, helping me to work the shower and
dispensing mouthwash. "Very sexy lady here soon very sexy".
Coming out of the bathroom I found that Jennifer had arrived. Many apologies - she had been to the
dentist. Glass of wine provided - tasted horrible after the mouthwash, but my choice. Jennifer then
went into organisation mode. The bed was carefully arranged, lighting adjusted, porn video
switched on, box of essentials checked and put in place. Then she had to text the agency. This took
a remarkably long time whilst I reclined naked on the bed like some ancient Greek satyr. The whole
process was becoming rather tedious.
But then the show started. Clothes were removed to reveal Jennifer's extraordinary figure. She
drenched herself with baby oil, and then me. She slithered all over me. Her hands went everywhere
with tantric touch. She sat astride and slithered some more. Her principle massage point moved
from her hands to her pussy. This was the nearest to unprotected penetration that you can get.
After a while she slithered round to 69. Much slipping, sliding, slithering. Her oral was designed to
stimulate gradually, persistently toward the conclusion, which was volcanic. Part 1 over.
Part 2 was a proper massage. A bowl of massage oil had been warming during Part 1, and was
now applied. This was a really very good massage.
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Part 3 would, I believe, have been as spectacular as Part 1, but we were running out of time. The
mucking about at the beginning had taken up 15 mins or so, and there was another booking coming
soon after me, so we had to forego the grand finale. Another shower (assisted) to remove all trace
of the oils, and time to go. She has promised to make up the lost time when I visit again, which I
surely will.
The towel bundle reappeared as I was leaving. She was introduced as Sakura, with whom Jennifer
provides a double act on occasion. Im not sure that I could cope with that.
So despite the slow start, this was a very special experience, quite unlike any other provided by the
Thai team in London. I'm going back.
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